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Hopeful Trends in Health Care

In case you’re tempted to think that health freedom can never be restored, fear not. There are a host of hopeful trends happening all around you. You may just need to look harder to find and then participate in building these trends into powerful tools of freedom. Here are five, according to Dr. Michel Accad:

Number One: direct patient care where doctors are paid directly by patients; Number Two: health-sharing ministries; Number Three: medical tourism to get care in other countries; Number Four: physician rebellion against controversial certification requirements; and Number Five: social media, particularly Twitter, which has allowed information sharing and communication unlike ever before.

“Five hopeful trends in medicine and healthcare,” Michel Accad, M.D. AlertandOriented.com (blog), October 8, 2015.

Presented daily by Twila Brase, President, Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom.

The Health Freedom Minute is now heard in 41 states: Mornings M-Th at AM1280 (The Patriot) in MN and 91.5 AM WHKC (FreedomFM) in OH, afternoons on American Family Radio, and daily on the Bott Radio Network.